
CICERO QUOTES LETTERS ESSAY

A collection of letters by Cicero along with his work on Old Age and On I must quote some examples of such persons,
taking care to select such as in that of Marcus Cato when he was an old man, to give my essay greater weight.

The third part explained that Chrysogonus had immense political power, and the accusation was successfully
made due to that power. But most people unreasonably, not to speak of modesty, want such a friend as they
are unable to be themselves, and expect from their friends what they do not themselves give. He used to
illustrate these facts from the analogy of boyhood, since the warmest affections between boys are often laid
aside with the boyish toga; and even if they did manage to keep them up to adolescence, they were sometimes
broken by a rivalry in courtship, or for some other advantage to which their mutual claims were not
compatible. At this time it would have been easy for Sulla to have the unknown Cicero murdered. The letters,
on the other hand, are less elaborate both in style and in the handling of current events, while they serve to
reveal his personality, and to throw light upon Roman life in the last days of the Republic in an extremely
vivid fashion. But the mere abstention from a dreadful crime is surely no sort of favour. Whoever neglects this
law, whether written or unwritten, is necessarily unjust and wicked. They, of course, can count on no fidelity,
no affection, no security for the goodwill of any one. Fire and water themselves, to use a common expression,
are Edition: current; Page: [16] not of more universal use than friendship. Judging from its form, it is
nonetheless likely that Cicero wrote with a broader audience in mind. In short, enjoy the blessing of strength
while you have it and do not bewail it when it is gone, unless, forsooth, you believe that youth must lament the
loss of infancy, or early manhood the passing of youth. Attributed to Cicero in J. But granting that you can
give anyone anything you choose, you must have a care that it does not prove to be beyond his powers. This
law is right reason , which is the true rule of all commandments and prohibitions. There is a true law, a right
reason, conformable to nature, universal, unchangeable, eternal, whose commands urge us to duty, and whose
prohibitions restrain us from evil. An de interitu rei publicae queri non debui, ne in te ingratus viderer? They
are not at all vexed at having committed a fault, but very angry at being reproved for it. For each man loves
himself, not that he may get from himself some reward for his own affection, but because each one is of
himself dear to himself. In 46 bc he divorced his wife Terentia, to whom he had been married for thirty years
and married the young and wealthy Publilia in order to relieve himself from financial difficulties; but her also
he shortly divorced. Not that they are to be neglected, but they stand on a different ground. The latter two
became Cicero's friends for life, and Pomponius who later received the nickname "Atticus", and whose sister
married Cicero's brother would become, in Cicero's own words, "as a second brother", with both maintaining a
lifelong correspondence. Let this, then, be laid down as the first law of friendship, that we should ask from
friends, and do for friends, only what is good.


